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INTRODUCTION 
As much of this paper is an extended comment on chapter 10 of Freedman and Quinn [3] 
we will assume throughout that the reader is at least reasonably familiar with the presenta- 
tion and notation in Freedman and Quinn (particularly the proof of Theorem 10.9). Despite 
this much of their presentation and definitions will be repeated. This correction gives 
a complete proof of the classification of closed l-connected 4-manifolds (Theorem 10.1) and 
a slightly weaker form of the connected sum decomposition theorem (Theorem 10.3). 
The first (and most severe) error in [3] occurs in the proof of Theorem 10.9 which reads: 
THEOREM 10.9. Suppose (X:&,X, dtX) is a compact 5manifold triad with (X; doX) 
2-connected and (X; dI X) l-connected. Suppose g : X5 -+ Y5 is a map which embeds &X in a Y, 
and H:( Y,, X u aY; Z7z1 Y) = 0. Then there is an obstruction jid, E H’(X; &,x; (Z/2) CT,]) 
which vanishes if and only if there is a nI-negligibIe embedding g’: X + Y equal to g on 3,X 
and inducing the same homomorphism H3(X; &,X; ZrcI Y) --+ H,( Y; c&,X; ZnI Y). 
Here H, denotes the finite cochain cohomology (which is Poincare dual to ordinary 
homology even for noncompact manifolds), T+ denotes the set of all elements of x1 Y of 
order exactly two in ker (or : rcl Y -+ Z/2) and Y, is the mapping cylinder of g. The proof 
given is flawed if w2( Y) is nonzero but vanishes on the subspace of 7c2 Y perpendicular (in 
the sense of the intersection pairing) to H3(X; &X; Znr Y). We will prove the following 
correction. 
Correction. If either 02: n2 Y + Z/2 vanishes or does not vanish on the subspace of rc2 Y 
perpendicular to H,(X; &X; Zzrl Y) then the above statement is correct. Otherwise there is 
a secondary obstruction km(g) E HI(Y; Z /2)/r (which is only defined if ,Gd, = 0) which 
vanishes if and only if g’ as above exists. 
Here l- is the subgroup of H,( Y; Z/2) generated by a subset of T_(T_ denotes the 
elements of nl Y of order exactly two not in ker(wI: 7c1 Y -+ Z/2)). In particular if Y is 
orientable or rcl Y contains no elements of order two, then km(g) E H r (Y; Z/2). Throughout 
this paper we will constantly be faced with the division of the problem into the cases given 
above. We will say that a map g: X5 + Y5 is s-characteristic (s standing for spherically) if 
02: 7c2.Y + 272 does not vanish but vanishes on the subspace of rr2 Y perpendicular to 
H,(X; aOX; Zxr Y). Note that since we are viewing w2 as a map of x2 this does not quite 
agree with the usual notion of characteristic; it only agrees as far as spherical classes are 
concerned. This additional obstruction is essentially a 5-dimensional analog of the 
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Kervaire-Milnor invariant [4], [3, pp. 178-1831 as is evidenced by the following immediate 
corollary. 
THEOREM. Suppose Y is a closed 5-manifold such that x1 Y contains no elements of order 
two and f : S3 -+ Y is a x,-negligible immersion. If f is not s-characteristic, then there is 
a n,-negligible embedding f I: S3 -+ Y representing the same element of H3( K 2x1 Y). If f is 
s-characteristic, then there is an obstruction km(f) E H,( Y, Z/2) which vanishes if and only if 
f exists. 
We will in fact show that km( .) is defined much more generally, for example if we drop 
the n,-negligibility assumption, and is always an obstruction to finding an embedding 
representing the same homology class(es). 
Due to the logical structure of chapter 10 of [3] this correction leads to corrections in 
most of the major theorems in chapter 10. Most important is the n,-negligible embedding 
theorem (Theorem 10.5). The uniqueness half of this theorem reads roughly as follows. 
THEOREM 10.5. Let (V; d,V, 8, V) be a compact 4-manifold triad so that nl(V, 
8, V) = (1) = nl(V, 8, V) (all basepoints), each component has nonempty intersection with 
C? 1V, and components disjoint from a, V are 1 -connected. Suppose ( W, d W) is a 4-mangold with 
boundary. Suppose h,, h,: V-r Ware n,-negligible embeddings, homotopic rel 8, V and H is 
a homotopy between them. Then there is an obstructionfq(H) E H2(V, c?,C Z/2[T+]) which 
vanishes if and only if H is homologous (with Z[n, WI)-coeficients) to a x,-negligibly 
concordance from ho to h, . 
No notation for this obstruction is given in [3]. We will denote it by fq(H) as above and 
we will refer to it and to the closely related /id, as the self-intersection obstructions. The 
reader familiar with [3] will notice that in the statement above the obstruction depends on 
the choice of a homotopy. In [3] it is claimed that this obstruction depends only on the two 
embeddings ho and h,. No proof is given but they do say that the uniqueness tatement 
above is proved by applying Theorem 10.9 to a homotopy H: (V x I, V x (0, l> 
u 8, V x I) + W x 1 from h,, to hI. (I am grateful to Zhenghan Wang for pointing out this 
omission.) The statement above is the strongest that can be made by simply applying 
Theorem 10.9 to a homotopy. 
Since this paper is primarily concerned with the 5dimensional problem we will consider 
only these obstructions which depend mildly on the homotopy. An alternate set of 
obstructions can be derived by considering the situation in more detail. Given a homotopy 
from h,, to hl, we get an obstruction in H’(V, 3, V; Z/2[T+]). Since the invariants of 
Theorem 10.9 depend only on the homology class, this obstruction also depends only on the 
homology classes. Still we may alter the homotopy by adding any elements of x3 W to the 
3-handles of Vx I. Since the map 7r3 W + H3(W; Z[nI W]) is onto, we may alter the 
selfintersection form on any 3-cell of V x I by any amount in the image of the selfintersec- 
tion form ji: H,( W; Z[nl WI) + Z/2[T+]. Hence if one wishes to have a selfintersection 
obstruction that depends only on ho and h,, then it should be of the form fq(h,-,, h,) E H2( V, 
a, V; coker(jL H,( W; Z[zl W])- Z/2[T+])). If this obstruction vanishes, then the sec- 
ondary obstruction km will be defined. It can be altered by adding an element of ker($ 
H3( W; Z[n, W]) + Z/2[T+]) to an s-characteristic 3-cell of V x I. There is a (complicated, 
combinatorial) expression for the change Akm any such class induces and the obstruction 
will take values in (H ,( W; Z/2)/T)/im(Akm). Note that if H3( W; Z [nl LVJ) = 0 (as is often 
the case, for example if W is closed and 71 W is finite), then this subtlety is moot and the two 
sets of obstructions coincide. 
The correction to Theorem 10.9 gives the following correction. 
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Correction. If ho (and hence hi) is not s-characteristic, then the above statement is 
correct. If h,, is s-characteristic, then there is a secondary obstruction km(H) E Hi( IV; 
Z/2)/I which vanishes if and only if H is homologous (with Z[ni lVJ)-coefficients) to 
a xi-negligibly concordance from h,, to hi. 
We will also prove the following further result. 
THEOREM. Suppose V and Ware as in the preceding theorem and that nl W is good. Let h: 
V-P W be a rcl -negligible embedding. 
(1) If h is not s-characteristic, then for any element of a E H2( V, 3, V; Z/2[T+]) there is 
a homotopy H from h to a Ir,-negligible embedding h’ such that fq(H) = a. 
(2) If h is s-characteristic, then there is a subgroup G E H2(V, 3, V; Z/2 CT+ 1) of index at 
most two such thatfor any homotopy Hfrom h to h’fq(H) E G. For any element a E G there is 
a homotopy H from h to a zI-negligible embedding h’ such that fq(H) = a. For any element 
E E H,( W; 2/2)/r there is a homotopy H from h to a 7cI-negligible embedding h’ such that 
fq(H) = 0 and km(H) = E. 
The next major theorem in chapter 10 is Theorem 10.3 the connected sum decomposi- 
tion theorem. The uniqueness half of which reads. 
THEOREM 10.3. Suppose M is a closed l-connected 4-manifold and W is a 4-manifold with 
goodfundamental group. Suppose h, : W N M # WI and h2: W N M # W2 are two decomposi- 
tions inducing the same decomposition of rc2 W. If wi : x1 W + Z/2 is injective on elements of 
order 2, then the decompositions are pseudoisotopic. If the form of M is even the canonical 
homotopy equivalence WI --f W2 is homotopic to a homeomorphism (regardless of wl). 
The first part of this statement is proved by applying Theorem 10.5 to the two 
embeddings of M-(open disk) into W. Therefore the statement is correct if M is not 
s-characteristic but if M is s-characteristic we get the following correction. 
Correction. If M is s-characteristic, then for any homotopy H from h, to h2 there is an 
obstruction in H 1 ( W; Z/2)/I to finding a pseudoisotopy from ht and h2 homologous to H. 
For any decomposition h,: W = M # WI and any element E E H,( W, Z/2)/I there is 
a decomposition h2 and a homotopy H realizing this obstruction. 
(A third minor omission occurs in the second half of the statement. The “canonical 
homotopy equivalence” is never defined and it is not shown that the homeomorphism 
constructed has any nice properties up to homotopy. This omission is fixed in [S]. A fourth 
error occurs in the existence part of chapter 10 and is corrected in [5].) 
The third major theorem, Theorem 10.1 the classification of closed l-connected 4- 
manifolds, is unchanged. The proof given in [3] applies Theorem 10.3 only to l-connected 
manifolds and in this case the new obstruction is trivial. (Of course since Theorem 10.1 can 
also be proved from the surgery exact sequence [3, pp. 199-2041, [2] no change could have 
occurred.) 
Finally in section 10.7 of [3], Freedman and Quinn sketch roughly the classification of 
closed 4-manifolds with fundamental group Z using Theorem 10.5. In this case the new 
invariant is in Z/2 and should lead to slight changes in the result. As in [3] denote the 
fundamental group Z by J to simplify notation. By the remarks in [S] closed 4-manifolds 
M with rrl = J are classified by the intersection pairing qnr: H2(M; Z[J])@H,(M; 
Z[J]) --t Z[J] and the Kirby-Siebenmann invariant and any equivalence of this data is 
realized by a homeomorphism. However they conclude using their uniqueness results that 
any two homeomorphisms realizing the same equivalence of the data are pseudoisotopic. 
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With the corrections and addenda above the correct conclusion should probably be that if 
qrn is odd, then there are two pseudoisotopy classes of such homeomorphisms. 
THE DEFINITIONS OF I- AND G 
Before turning to the proofs of the claims above we will give the precise definitions of the 
subgroups r and G mentioned above. Assume there is an s-characteristic class /? E g* H,(X, 
a,X; Zn, Y) E H,(Y, d,,X; Zrcl Y). Let h E T, u T_ u (1). Letf: RP2 --, Y be an embed- 
ding representing h, i.e., withf,n,RP’ = { 1, h}. Define a map 4: T+ u T_ u {l} + Z/2 by 
4(h) = m2(f* TY) + p.f,[RP2] E Z/2. To see that this is independent of the choice of j? we 
first note that any other s-characteristic lass /3’ must have its mod 2 intersection numbers 
with spherical classes the same as those of D. As shown in [3] the condition H:(Y,, X v d Y; 
Znc, Y) = 0 says there are dual 2-spheres in Y to the generators of g*H3(X,doX; Znl Y). 
Therefore j?’ must agree with p in g,H,(X, 8,X; Z/2). Since only mod 2 intersection 
numbers with b enter into the formula it is independent of j3. Also note that it is 
independent offsince any other map of RP2 representing h differs fromfby an element of 
rc2 Y. From the definition it is clear that (6(l) = 0. 
The subgroup I- is the subgroup of H,(Y; Z/2) generated by the elements of 
T_ n 4- ’ (1). Extend 4 by linearity to a map (p: Z/2 [ T, ] + Z/2. Let CI E H3(X; 8,X; Znl Y) 
be sent to a s-characteristic lass in H3( Y, i3,X; Zn, Y). Then G is the subgroup of H3(X; 
doX; (Z/2) CT,]) consisting of elements q with q(a) E ker(4). In particular if X is character- 
istic in the usual sense then Q, = 0 and hence F is trivial and G is all of H3(X; i&X; 
(ZP)CT+ I). 
The map 4 is a completely new feature of the corrected version of Theorem 10.9 and 
deserves some discussion. First note that taking at the spaces RP” 2 < n I 5 and choosing 
j = 0 shows that 4 can take on either value on T_ or on T+. Since we have made 
assumptions about o2 on spherical classes the exact sequence 
H,( f; Z/2) -+ H2( y; Z/2) -+ H2(7t1 Y; Z/2) + 0 
shows that we get an induced map o: H2(7rl Y, Z/2) --, Z/2. If h E rri Y has order two, then 
the inclusion { 1, h) c n, Y induces a map H,(Z/2; Z/2) --) H2(7r1 Y; Z/2). The map Q, can be 
defined as follows 4(h) is o applied to the image of the generator of H2(Z/2; Z/2) s Z/2 in 
Hz(x1 Y; Z/2). 
PROOF OF THE FIRST CORRECTION 
Consider the situation of Theorem 10.9. Suppose (X; 8,X, 3,X) is a compact 5-manifold 
triad with (X; 8,X) 2-connected and (X; a,X) l-connected. Suppose g: X5 4 Y5 is a map 
which embeds &X in aY, and H$( Y,, X u aY; Znl Y) = 0. 
By the argument given in [3, pp. 184-1861, the existence problem reduces to the case 
where X is built from 3,X by attaching 3-handles. In this case it is enough to embed the core 
3-disks. Thus we may assume we have a family of 3-disks Dj 1 < i I n and a map 
g: u Di + Y which embeds the boundaries in 8 Y and from the assumption H;( Y,, X u 8 Y; 
Zx, Y) = 0 we may assume this map is xi-negligible with dual 2-spheres ai. First note that if 
either 02(Y) = 0 or it vanishes on the subspace of x2 Y perpendicular to H,(X; 8,X; Z7ti Y), 
then we may assume oz(ai) = 0 for all i. If not, then we cannot do so but by handle passes 
we may assume that w2(q) = 1 and 02(ai) = 0 for all i # 1. (That is we may assume D1 is 
s-characteristic). We will make these assumptions throughout. 
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By general position we may assume the intersections and selfintersections of these disks 
are circles and arcs of double points. The proof involves simplifying these intersections by 
a sequence of moves which we will now describe. In [3] the discussion is usually given in 
terms of the intersection curves. We will find it more convenient to discuss the inverse 
images of the intersection curves. This will lead to subtle differences between some parts of 
the presentation below and that of [33 but it will help with the bookkeeping. 
These inverse images will form links in the 3-disks Di 1 I i I n. The link components 
will fall into three types. The first type (Type I henceforth) consist of a pair of circles that 
double cover an intersection circle. In this case we will say that the two circles are paired 
and we will call one the dual of the other. Similarly we will say two points in u DC are dual if 
they have the same image. We will generally use primes to denote the dual. The second 
(Type II) consist of circles double covering an intersection circle. The last (Type III) consist 
of circles double covering an arc. Any such circle determines an element of z1 Y as follows 
we choose an arc from a base point in iJ,X to that circle and an arc from the dual point to 
the base point. The image of these arcs under g is a closed loop which gives the fundamental 
group element. Note that paired circles determine the inverses of each other and circles of 
Type II determine elements of order 2 in zi Y (in Freedman and Quinn [3, p. 1871 it is 
further shown that they must be elements of ker oi). 
The first move removes the components of Type III. Basically this is done by pulling one 
end of the arc around to the other end and attaching them. More details are in [3, pp. 
187-188). After these have been removed g is an immersion. 
The second move is a version of the Whitney move [3, p, 1891. For this suppose that 
x and y are points of Di corresponding to intersections with Dj which determine the same 
element of 7c1 Y. Let x’ and y’ be the dual points in Dj. Choose embedded arcs y1 from x to 
y in Di and yz from y’ to x’ in Dj disjoint from all the intersection circles. Abusing notation 
slightly, identify these arcs with their images under g. The union y of these arcs is an 
embedded loop in Y. Since the group elements agreed it is null homotopic in Y and since 
g( u Di) is ni-negligible in Y- u g(Di). Choose an embedded isk C in Y- u g(Di) bounding 
y. As discussed below, a neighborhood of C can be identified with a local model shown in 
[3, p. 1891. 
This Whitney move has the effect of banding together the intersection circles along the 
arcs chosen. To more completely specify the result, we should instead choose bands 
extending the arcs yi in the 3-disks. The union of these bands can be viewed as a 1-subbundle 
of the normal bundle to C restricted to the boundary. Two other line bundles can be built as 
follows one is the normal bundle to the band over y1 in Di and the normal to both g(Dj) and 
C over y2. The other is the analogous construction from the normal bundle to the band over 
yz. Denote these line bundles by Li and Lz, respectively. We have the local model shown 
precisely if these three line bundles extend over C. There is a Z/2 @ Z/4 obstruction to this 
The local model before and aner the Whitney move. 
Before 
Whitney disk , 
After 
Fig. I 
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extension. The first half of this obstruction is merely orientations. We must choose the two 
bands so that their union is S’ x I and not a Mobius band. This can be fixed by putting 
a half twist in one of the two bands. Also we must arrange that both L1 and L2 are 
orientable. With the bands specified we can define signs for the intersections. (We have 
essentially the case of intersecting 2-disks in a 4-manifold crossed with R.) If these signs 
disagree, then both L, and L2 are orientable. Again this problem may be fixed by putting 
half twists in both bands. Finally if all three line bundles are orientable the problem reduces 
to extending the resulting framing of the normal bundle on the boundary over C. This gives 
an additional Z/2 corresponding to a relative w2. It may be removed by either introducing 
a full twist in one band or by forming a connected sum of the 2-disk with a 2-sphere 
/I disjoint from the g(Oi) with q(B) = 1 (if such a 2-sphere exists). 
Consider now the intersection circles of Type II. For any h E ni Y suppose Di contains 
two circles of Type II with group element h, then we may band these two circles together. 
This produces two circles of Type I. In [3, p. 1871 the number of circles of Type II with h # 1 
is identified with a selfintersection umber in Y x R (the obstruction $, mentioned above). 
Briefly we view g: u Di + Y as giving a map g: u Di + Y x R. Now we have a map from a 3- 
manifold to a &manifold hence a selfintersection form is defined. The product with R means 
that intersection numbers must vanish. Hence only the part of the selfintersection form 
corresponding to elements of x1 Y of order exactly two on which wi vanishes can contribute 
and they are only defined mod 2. Thus the selfintersection form gives an element 
fid, E homnrY(H3(X, &X; Znl I’), Z/2[T+ J) = H3(X, doX; Z/2[T+]). As remarked above 
this number is the number of circles of Type II with group elements in T+ counted mod 2. 
Therefore if jid, vanishes, we may remove all circles of Type II with group elements h # 1. 
To remove circles with group element 1 note that we can if necessary introduce another 
such circle. This may be done in one of two ways. One method is to analyze in more detail 
the removal of circles of Type III (see [3, p. 1901). Alternately note that a neighborhood of 
the cusp (w, z) -+ (w, z’, zw) from C2 to C3 is the cone on a 3-sphere with a single circle 
selfintersection. Therefore circle selfintersections with group element 1 can be introduced 
locally. Therefore if fid, vanishes, we may assume the intersections consist of only circles of 
Type I. 
In this case we may choose immersed 2-disks in the Di bounding the circles of 
intersection. It is a standard fact that these 2-disks may be chosen to have only clasp 
Before the finger move. 
After the finger move. 
Fig. 2. 
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intersections (for a sketch of the proof see [3, p. 1921). The third move is a finger move to 
remove a clasp. Suppose C1 is the 2-disk bounding the circle A and CZ is the 2-disk 
bounding the circle B in the 3-disk Di and suppose they have a clasp intersection along the 
arc y. Let A’ and B’ be the intersection circles dual to A and B and suppose they lie in Dj and 
D, respectively. A finger move of Dj along y removes this clasp but it introduces two new 
paired circles of intersection E a small linking circle to A’ and its dual E’ a small linking 
circle to I?‘. Note that if A corresponds to the element II E x1 Y and B corresponds to 
b E nl Y then E corresponds to a- ’ b (and E’ to b- ‘a). Also note for later use that there 
a second easier type of finger move that introduces two new unlinked components in any 
3-disks and with any group element. 
The fourth move is an ambient surgery on the 3-disks that removes intersection circles. 
Suppose A and A’ are dual circles in Di and Dj respectively with image r in Y. Further 
suppose that A individually is an unknot (although other intersection circles may link it) 
and that A’ is unknotted and unlinked. Then the embedded 2-disk in Dj bounding A’ may be 
viewed as the core of a 2-handle attached to Di along A. This 2-disk is attached with 
a relative framing defined as follows. The normal bundle of r in g(Di) is also the restriction of 
the normal bundle of g(Dj) in Y. As the former it inherits a framing from Di and as the latter 
from Dj. The difference between these framings is an element of rcl O(2) g Z and is the 
relative framing. The dual 2-sphere zj to Dj also gives a %-disk attached to Di. Take a small 
linking circle to A and tube this to a copy of C(~. This 2-disk can be framed by choosing any 
2-dimensional subbundle of the normal bundle to uj. Since w~(cL/) is this framing mod 2 we 
may choose this framing to be any integer congruent to o~(cL/) mod 2. Consider surgering Di 
along these two 2-disks. This removes the circles of intersection A and A’ but it may not 
produce a 3-disk. 
There are two important cases where this pair of surgeries produces a 3-disk. If 
w2(aj) = 0 then we may assume the second 2-disk is attached with the zero framing. 
Attaching a 2-handle with the zero framing has the same effect on the boundary as attaching 
a l-handle. Therefore as far as the boundary is concerned we have attached a cancelling l-, 
2-handle pair. Thus in this case the intersection circles A and A’ have been removed without 
introducing any other changes. 
The second case is when cOz(Ej) = 1 but the relative framing of r is zero. In this case we 
may assume the second 2-disk is attached with any odd framing (typically _+ 1). Again this 
has the same effect on the boundary as adding a l-, 2-handle pair but the cancellation 
In Di In Di 
After (bold circles denote attaching curves for a-handles; only Di is shown) 
Fig. 3 
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After in the case w2(ai)f0. 
Fig. 4. 
introduces a twist. This is where the error in the proof given in [3] occurs, this additional 
twist is ignored. 
This second example shows that if Wz(Crj) = 1 then we must control the relative framing 
defined above. This is done in Freedman and Quinn [3, p. 1931. Choose a 2-disk bundle 
over U.j with Euler number 1. Then the boundary of this 2-disk bundle is a copy of the Hopf 
fibration, in particular it is a 3-sphere. Adding a copy of this 3-sphere to g(Di) along an arc 
from r changes the relative framing by 1. (Note that there are two relative framings on 
I since the definition above is not symmetric in A and A’ but this procedure changes exactly 
the one that must be changed). Summarizing the two cases discussed above if A’ is 
unknotted and unlinked and A is unknotted (but not necessarily unlinked), then we may 
remove A and A’ with the proviso that if the dual 2-sphere to the 3-disk containing A’ has 
nonzero w2 then the components linking through A get a twist. 
This completes the discussion of the basic moves. We will now describe an unclasping 
procedure which in the easy case will allow us to remove all clasps. Suppose again that C1 is 
the 2-disk bounding the circle A and Cz is the 2-disk bounding the circle B in the 3-disk Di 
and suppose they have a clasp intersection along the arc y. Let A’ and B’ be the dual circles 
to A and B and suppose they lie in Dj and Dk respectively. A finger move of Dj along 
y removes this clasp but it introduces two new paired circles of intersection E a small linking 
circle to A’ and its dual E’ a small linking circle to B’. Now do a second finger move to 
remove the clasp between E and A’. This introduces a small linking circle F to E’ and 
a small linking circle F’ to A. 
The result is a diagram in which the circle E is a unknotted component disjoint from all 
other components. If Wz(Crj) = 0, then we may remove E (and hence also E’) without 
introducing any twist. After E’ disappears the circle F is an unknotted and unlinked and F’ 
links only A. Therefore we may remove F and F’. Note that if oz(ali) = 1 then this 
introduces a twist, but since F’ links only A it introduces no new clasps. Thus we may 




In Dj In Di 
Fig. 5. 
In 0, 
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02(a) = 0. If wz(tlj) = 1, then when we use E to cancel E’ we introduce a twist between 
F and B’. Thus we have reproduced almost exactly the diagram we started with except that 
we have moved the small linking circle from A’ to A (and the group element of the small 
linking circle has changed). If either 02(Y) = 0 or it vanishes on the subspace of 7c2 Y
perpendicular to H3(X; &,X; Zni Y), then this completes the proof. We may remove all the 
clasps. We are left with unlinks which we may cancel off. 
If o*(Y) # 0 but it vanishes on the subspace of rrz Y perpendicular to HJ(X; dOX; 
Zn, Y), then we have c+(a,) = 1 and wz(ai) = 0 for all i # 1. Use the procedure above to 
cancel off clasps whenever possible and cancel off any pairs which are both unknotted and 
unlinked. We are left with the following: In D1 a link of paired circles corresponding to 
D, - D1 selfintersections and some unknotted unlinked circles in D1 corresponding to 
D, - Di intersections (i # 1) and in Di (i # 1) a link of circles corresponding to D, - Di 
intersections. All the Di - Dj intersections (i, j # 1) can be removed. First the unclasping 
procedure defined above can be used to remove all their clasps. After that they are 
unknotted and unlinked and may therefore be cancelled off. Now do finger moves to 
remove the clasps of the links in Di (i # 1). This makes the link in Di an unlink but it 
introduces large numbers of small linking circles to the duals in D,. We may now use the 
unlinks in the Di to cancel. Afterwards we are left with only the link of paired circles 
corresponding to D, - D1 selfintersections (the small linking circles introduces above wind 
up unlinked after the cancellation and may be removed). 
Thus we may assume the Di (i # 1) are embedded isjoint from ~(0,). Thus we are left 
with only the s-characteristic 3-disk to embed. Simplify the link in D, by doing finger moves 
to remove all the clasps that are present. The result is a collection of “large” unknots 
corresponding to the original components which constitute an unlink and some (possibly 
quite large) collection of “small” linking circles to these large components. 
LEMMA 1. Let A and A’ be dual intersection circles in D1. Then number of clasps through 
A plus the number through A’ is even. 
Proof: After altering the two relative framings as above we may assume both are zero. 
Then the 2-disks bounding A and A’ taken together form a 2-sphere /3 with o*(D) = 0 that 
we may push off of g(Dl) without introducing new intersections. This 2-sphere still meets 
g(Dl) once for each clasp. Adding copies of a1 to /? to remove these intersections produces 
a 2-sphere /? disjoint from g(DI) with w2(B)) the total number of clasps (mod 2). Since D1 is 
s-characteristic 02(fi’) = 0 and the number of clasps must be even. 
Above when studying the unclasping procedure we saw that we could move small 
linking circles from A to A’ and vice versa. Doing so assume that every pair of “large’ dual 
circles has the same number of small linking circles. We now want to cut the large linking 
circles up into pieces by Whitney moves along bands in the 2-disks they bound. Since we 
want to specify the bands there is an obstruction we must discuss. Suppose A and A’ are two 
large circles bounding 2-disks C1 and Cz, respectively. First note that choosing bands in the 
bounding 2-disks guarantees that both orientation obstructions are trivial. The union of the 
bands will be an annulus and not a Mobius band since g(C, u C,) is a 2-sphere. Further 
these 2-disks give a way of homotoping the bands away. This guarantees that two crossings 
have opposite signs. Finally we must analyze the o2 obstruction. This can be done in one of 
two ways. Either we first remark that these bands will work if neither band cuts off a single 
clasp since this is a purely local question. If we then push the band through a clasp, we must 
alter the disk bounding the bands by adding a copy of aI to make it disjoint from ~(0,). 
This changes the framing by one. Therefore these bands work provided they cut off an even 
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number of clasps. An alternate argument uses Lemma 1. If the bands cut off an even number 
of clasps, then the result of a Whitney move would produce circles with an even total 
number of clasps. However if we had to introduce an additional twist in one of the bands the 
total would be odd. Henceforth we will use Lemma 1 as a quick and easy way of answering 
this Z/2 question. 
In the calculations below we will want to keep track of the corresponding group 
elements. We will denote circles by capital letter and the corresponding group element by 
the lower case letter. When cutting circles up using bands as above we will denote the 
various resulting components by subscripts. Note that these circles all have the same group 
element. Recall that the dual circles have the inverse group element. 
For every large circle A pair up the clasps of A and the clasps of A’. For each pair choose 
bands one at a time that cut off exactly these two clasps. Note that this can be done for any 
pairing. The result of this cutting is that the distinction between large and small circles has 
been lost. Now the link in D, consist of a collection of Hopf links with pairings. These Hopf 
links naturally form cycles. Suppose A’ links B, 8’ links C, C’ links D, etc. We will show how 
to shorten this cycle. Do a finger move to remove then clasp between B’ and C. This 
introduces linking circles R and R’ to B and C’ respectively. Note that r = bc. After the 
finger move B’ and C are unlinked and unknotted therefore we may use them to cancel 
B and C’. This introduces twists that cause A’ to link R and R’ to link D. This has the effect 
of shortening the cycle by one and replacing B and C by a single circle R with the product 
group element. Thus we may reduce to the case where the link in D1 consists of a number of 
Hopf links where each component is dual to the one it links. The resulting group element is 
just the product of the group elements coming from every other circle around the cycle. 
Now we will show how to connect two of these Hopf links into a single Hopf link. 
Suppose A and A’ and B and B’ constitute two such Hopf links. Isotoping the 2-disks 
bounded by A and B we may assume they clasp twice. Doing finger moves to remove these 
clasps restores the pair of Hopf links A, A’ and B, B’ and introduces two linking circles 
C and D to A’ and dual linking circles C’ and D’ to B’. By the calculation above 
c = a- ’ b = d. Do two more finger moves to undo the clasps between A and A’ and between 
B and B’. This introduces new linking circles E and E’ to A and A’ and F and F’ to B and B’. 
Note that e = a2 and f = b2. Cut A and A’ with one pair of bands pairing off E and C and 
cut B and B’ with one pair of bands pairing off F and D’. The result is as shown below. 
Cancelling off the two unlinked components Al and B1 produces a 6-cycle of Hopf 
links. After cancelling as above the resulting Hopf link has group element 
edb-‘fc-’ a-’ = a”(~” b)b-’ b2(b-’ ~)a-’ = ab. 
Before: 
After: 
A’ R R’ D 
Fig. 6. 
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Fig. I 
Fig. 8. 




Thus after combining Hopf links we are left with a single Hopf link with some group 
element a E n, Y. This element is clearly not well-defined for example we may always 
replace a by Q - I. Since we should identify a with a -i it is reasonable that only the residue 
of a in Hi (Y; Z/2) should matter. To see that this is the case consider the following 
procedure. Fix any h E 7tl Y do a trivial finger move to produce two new unlinked circles of 
intersections H and H’ with elements h and h-i. As above we may choose bounding disks 
for H and H’ with two clasps. Choose bands cutting H and H’ pairing these clasps as shown. 
This cutting produces two Hopf links each with group element h. Combining Hopf links as 
above multiplies the two group elements. Thus by building enough Hopf links and 
combining them in the correct order we may build any group element which is a product of 
generators where every generator and its inverse together occur an even number of times. 
These elements are exactly the kernel of z1 Y -+ H,(Y; Z/2). Therefore we get as an 
obstruction an element &a E H,( Y; Z/2), where E, is the image of a in H1( Y; Z/2). 
Suppose that there is an element h E T_. By a finger move introduce two unlinked 
selfintersection circles of Type I with group element h. Consider doing a Whitney move to 
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the b 
Fig. Il. 
band these two circles together. Depending on the twist of the bands the result will be either 
two unlinked circles or a Hopf link. In the latter case we have changed our obstruction by 
the image of h in H,( Y; Z/2). We will show below that this happens exactly when 4(h) = 1 
(in fact we will show a slightly more general version of this). Thus we can change the 
obstruction by any element of the subgroup I- defined above and only the image of this 
obstruction in H, (Y; Z/2)/r is well-defined. 
We will now show that if E, = 0, then we may arrange g to be an embedding. By the 
above discussion we may reduce g until there is only one Hopf link group element 1. We 
may by the above create a second Hopi link with group element 1. Suppose we could band 
these two Hopf links together as shown. Then the result would be two unlinked circles and 
we would be done. Here is a Z/202/4 obstruction to doing so corresponding to some 
number of half twists in one or both of the bands. We will now show how to change a band 
Fig. 12. 
Fig. 13. 
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by a half twist. By a trivial finger move introduce two new unlinked circles (group element 
1). Band these two unlinked circles together as shown. To see that these bands are correct 
we argue as above. We may choose bounding 2-disks so that these bands lie in the 
embedded 2-disks therefore only the w2 obstruction could be a problem. For this we appeal 
to Lemma I; if we had to introduce a full twist to one band the parity would be wrong. The 
result is as shown. Use the circle C’ to cancel off C. We can do so to produce any odd 
amount of twist to A and A’. Do so with a - 1 twist to remove the clasp. (Thus we see that 
the last few steps amount to reversing the cancelling procedure discussed above). Use the 
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The band is as shown since it is determined by a framing of a 2-disk bounding the bands and 
the construction above is supported in a neighborhood of a 2-complex which we may take 
to miss this 2-disk. An isotopy of this diagram produces 
Fig. 16. 
and we see that we have introduced a half twist in the band. Repeating this procedure we see 
that the Z/202/4 problem was spurious. Thus if E, = 0 then we have produced an 
embedding. 
We now turn to the problem of showing this obstruction is well-defined. Let g: (D3, 
803) -+ (Y, ~3 Y) be a s-characteristic 3-disk and assume this map is in general position 
(however it is not necessary to assume g is n,-negligible). Thus as above the selfintersections 
consist of circles of the three types defined above. Denote this set of inverse images of these 
selfintersections by S. For each pair of circles of Type I designate one of the two circles as 
active. Denote the active circle by a capital letter and the inactive one by that letter with 
a prime. For an active circle A let Ik(A) be the mod 2 linking number of A with all the other 
components of S. Alternately [k(A) may be defined as follows. Choose bounding disks for 
the components of S with only clasp intersections. Then lk(A) is the number of intersection 
points of S with the interior of the spanning circle to A mod 2. Let E* be the element of H I ( Y; 
Z/2)/r represented by A. 
Fix any element h of n, Y of order two and in the kernel of 0~~. Let E,, be the element of 
H,( Y; Z/2)/r represented by h. Consider the selfintersection circles of Type II that 
correspond to the element h. If the obstruction jld, vanishes, then there are an even number 
of such circles. Pair these circles arbitrarily. For each pair say A and B choose bands that 
connect them say joining the point x in A to the point y in I? and joining y’ to x’. Assume 
that these bands have been chosen so that the Z/202/4 obstruction defined above vanishes 
for them. (Since we have not assumed g is n,-negligible this deserves some comment. The 
first two Z/2 factors in the obstruction are orientations hence can be defined without 
a bounding disk. For the relative o2 part of the obstruction a bounding 2-disk transverse to 
D3 suffices to view every intersection with D3 as adding one twist to the framing.) Let y and 
y’ be the two curves that result from a Whitney move with these bands. Define the relative 
twist of A and B to be tw(A, B) = Ik(y, y’) + lk(y, S-{A, I?‘,) (mod 2). Note that this is 
independent of the choice of y since by Lemma 1 y and y’ have the same number of clasps 
mod 2. (This independence is equivalent to the following claim: Any two circles of Type II 
representing h have the same mod 2 linking number with the other components of S. In 
Lemma 4 below this linking number is in fact shown to be b(h).) Further imagine pushing 
one of the bands through an intersection circle. This would change Lk(y, S-(A, B)) by one 
but it would also mean that the Z/202/4 obstruction would no longer vanish for the bands 
chosen. To remove this obstruction we must put a full twist in one of the bands. This 
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changes lk(y, y’) by one. Thus tw(A, B) does not depend on the choice of bands. We will say 
that the arcs of the circles A and B lying in y are active. 
With these conventions and definitions define 
km(g) = 1 lk(AkA + C C MA, WEA, 
‘4 active h pairs (A, B) 
where the first sum runs over all active circles and the second double sum runs over all the 
pairs of circles of Type II chosen above. Note that intersection components with group 
element 1 contribute to this sum only through the circles they link. 
We will now show that km(g) depends only on the homology class that g represents in 
H3( Y, g(afP); Zni Y). First consider circles of Type I. Note that km(g) does not depend on 
the choice of the active circles since by Lemma 1 Ik(A) E Ik(A’) (mod 2) and A and A’ 
represent the same element of H,( Y; Z/2). Also note that it only depends on the spanning 
2-disks through the linking number hence it is independent of them. Next consider the 
circles of Type II. To see that km(g) does not depend on the pairing of the circles of Type II 
we need the following lemma. 
b?MMA 2. Let A, B, C and D be four Type II intersections representing h E xl Y. Then 
tw(A, B) + tw(C, D) 3 tw(A, C) + tw(B, D) (mod 2). 
Proof: Consider bands joining x and x’ in A to y and y’ in B and bands joining y and y’ 
to z and z’ . m C with vanishing obstructions as shown in Fig. 17. The union of these bands 
gives bands joining x and x’ in A to z and z’ in C but does not give a vanishing obstruction. 
(To see this note that the bands must give opposite signs to the pairs above hence the same 
sign to A and C.) This can be fixed by introducing a half twist to both bands. Do so by 
pushing both bands outside of B and introducing a right half twist in the band from x to z. 
The band from x’ to z’ will either get a right twist (which would contribute + 1 to tw) or 
a left twist (which would contribute 0 to tw). The two Whitney disks can be joined in 
a neighborhood of g(y). Hence this is purely a local question near g(y) (in fact doing the local 
construction explicitly shows that it is a right twist). We also get an additional contribution 
of c,+(h) to tw(A, C) since the new circle of Type I also links the curves linked by B. Hence 
tw(A, B) + tw(B,C) + tw(A, C) is either 4(h) + 1 or 4(h) and in either case it is constant (in 
fact doing the local construction explicitly shows that it is c$(h) + 1). Hence 
tw(AB) + tw(C, D) = tw(A, C) + tw(B, D) (mod 2). 
Therefore km(g) depends only on g and not on the additional choices we made. Suppose 
g and h are two maps that agree on the boundary and represent the same element 
of H,(Y, g(aD3); Zni I’). Then g and h are cobordant (rel boundary). That is, there is 
Fig. 17. 
TOP 32:4-B 
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a 4-manifold triad M with a0 M = (D3, aD3) and dl M = (D3, aD3) and a map H: M -+ Y 
with Hlc,oM = g, IiJc,IM = h and the inclusion map n, M + x1 Y the zero map. By perform- 
ing ambient surgeries on circles in M generating or M we may replace the last condition by 
rcl M = {l}. Forming a connected sum of Y with a l-connected spin 5-manifold disjoint 
from g and h does not change km(g) or km(h), therefore we may do so wtthout loss. Replace 
Y by Y # Sz x S3. This produces infinitely many copies of Sz x S2 in Y. Performing ambient 
connected sums of these, we may replace M by M # ‘S2 x Sz for any k. Furthermore the 
4-manifold E,-(open ball) embeds in #‘S* x S2 for k 2 8. Therefore there are also infinitely 
many copies of it in Y with null-homologous boundary. Therefore we may also replace 
M by M # ‘Es #“-Es for any k and m. After making these stabilizations we may assume that 
M is a punctured connected sum of S2 x S2, CP2 and CP2 with some multiplicities. Thus 
M may be viewed as being built on d,, M by attaching 2-handles representing these 
4-manifolds. Further after possibly twisting H around i&M to adjust the framing and 
homotoping If we may assume that H is an embedding on a neighborhood of the cores of 
these 2-handles (although the cores may cross a, M transversely). Thus we may view the 
cobordism as being built in two stages: first the attaching of standard 2-handles and second 
a homotopy of the 3-disk. Homotopies of a 3-disk in a 5-manifold are generated by finitely 
many moves. In terms of the selfintersection circles these moves can be described as follows: 
(1) finger moves of one intersection circle across another (see Fig. 2) 
(2) creating or destroying a pair of unlinked and unknotted circles of Type I (with any 
group element), 
(3) banding two components together via a Whitney move, 
(4) pinching off paired components (necessarily with group element 1) to produce two 
cusps, 
(5) merging two cusps. 
Thus there are only a few moves that we must check leave km( .) invariant. Consider 
first the homotopy moves. Move (2) clearly leaves km(g) invariant since the new intersec- 
tions produced (or the ones removed) contribute zero. Moves (4) and (5) do not alter any of 
the terms in the sum defining km(g) since the components altered had group element 1. 
Therefore they contributed only by linking other components and the linking has not been 
changed. To see that move (1) does not alter km(g) assume that A, B and E are active in 
Fig. 2. Then the finger move reduces the contributions from A and B by a and h respectively 
but E contributes a- ‘b. This clearly does not change km(g). 
To see that move (3) does not alter km(g) there are several cases we must consider. 
(i) the group element is 1, 
(ii) two circles of Type I are being cut apart, 




b) Move (5). 
Fig. 18. 
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(iii) two pairs of circles of Type I are being banded together, 
(iv) a pair of circles of Type I are being banded to a circle of Type II, 
(v) a single circle of Type II is being cut apart, 
(vi) two circles of Type II are being banded together, 
(vii) a circle of Type I is being banded to its dual. 
Case (i) is trivial the circles involved enter km(g) only through their links with other 
components and banding does not alter the linking number module 2. Cases (ii) and (iii) are 
inverse to each other. To see that they don’t change km(g) consider case (iii) and assume the 
active pairs are being banded together. This has the effect of combining two terms in the 
sum defining km(g), hence km(g) is unchanged. Cases (iv) and (v) are also inverse to each 
other. To see that they leave km(g) invariant consider case (iv). Let A be the circle of Type II 
and suppose it is paired with B. Choose bands as given in the definition of tw(A, B), and use 
the notation in that definition. Suppose the active circle C is attached to A along the active 
part of A. We may assume we have the same bands. The only change in the construction is 
that the new loop y is the banding together of the old y and C. Hence y now also links the 
components that C did. Thus the contribution from the resulting circle of Type II is the sum 
of the contributions from the two pieces combined. Next consider a move in case (vi). 
Suppose we band together two Type II intersections A and B. The result is a pair of Type I 
intersections yand y’. By definition tw(A, El)&,, is exactly the same as /k(y)&,. Therefore the 
contribution to km(g) from y is exactly the contribution of the pair (A, B). 
Finally consider a move in case (vii), This case can only arise if the loop A of 
Type I represents an element h E 7~~ Y of order two. If this element is in ker ol, then the 
move is inverse to a move of case (vi). Suppose therefore that wr (h) # 0. Let A and A’ be the 
two circles of Type I and let u, and u2 be the cores of the bands joining them. Choose 
a 2-disk C in the 3-disk bounding A and A’, containing half of each band as shown in Figure 
19. With this orientation the image g(C) with the Whitney disk in an RP* representing h. 
Assume further that Z has only clasp selfintersections. Let 8 be the rotational coordinate on 
C and let r be the radial coordinate. Let S be the set of preimages of the selfintersection 
circles. Let k be the linking number (mod 2) of A with the other components of S and let 
m be the number (mod 2) of intersections of S with C. 
We have the following (possibly singular) sections over C: 
(i) a the tangent vector to C in the B direction, 
(ii) b the tangent vector to C in the r direction, 
(iii) c the normal to Z in the 3-disk. 
Further let d be the section of the normal bundle to g(D3)lz over the boundary given by the 
inward normal to the Whitney disk on the oi and on the rest of the boundary d is chosen so 
the outer circle is A’ 
the inner one is A 
Fig. 19. 
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that g identifies dlA, with blA and dlA with - b(,,. There is an Euler class obstruction to 
extending d across C. Take some singular extension d with finitely many zeroes (say j of 
them) and let e be a singular choice of the normal to d. Ignoring temporarily the singular- 
ities in these sections, the bundle TYI,,,, splits as follows: 
(i) the image of a is an oriented line bundle over g(X), 
(ii) the union of b and d is a trivial 2-plane bundle over g(C) and g identifies blA with 
dlA, and bl,.,, with - dlA, 
(iii) the union of c and e is a 2-plane bundle over g(X). Normalize e by assuming that 
g identifies c(~ with elA, since h was nonorientable it must also identify cIA, with eta. 
These sections extend over the Whitney disk as follows. On the boundary a is the 
direction in which the band is thickened. Therefore it extends across the Whitney disk. On 
the boundary the sum of b and d is the tangent bundle to the Whitney disk. Therefore it 
extends to give a 2-plane bundle over RP’. This 2-plane bundle is nontrivial. To see this let 
I,+ be a continuous function that is 0 on A and n/2 on A’. Then the section b cos \y + d sin ‘I-’ 
which is never zero on g(C) always points inward on the Whitney disk. On the boundary 
c and e are the two line bundles L, and L2 defined earlier. Therefore c + e extends to an 
orientable line bundle and c-e extends to an unorientable line bundle. Let q E H’(RP’; Z/2) 
be the generator. From the decomposition above the total Stiefel-Whitney class of TYIRPZ is 
(1 + q2) (1 + q) (1 + (j + 1)~~) = 1 + q + jn’, where the last term comes from the singular- 
ities in (a, b) and (d, e). The section c + e gives a way of pushing this RP2 off of the 3-disk. 
This push off introduces new transverse intersections at the j zeroes of e. Therefore 
&h)=j+(m+j)=m(mod2). 
Before doing the Whitney move the circles of Type I contributed ice, = ,bh to km(g). 
Afterwards the new active circle bounds C with the 2-disk bounding A removed. This 2-disk 
meets S m - k times. Therefore after the Whitney move it contributes (m - k)& = 
(k + 4(h))&,,. Thus if h is in the kernel of 4 no change is made in km(g). If however 
h E 4-‘(l) then we can change km(g) by .sh but in this case &h E F hence it contributes zero 
to km(g). 
This completes the proof that km(g) is invariant under homotopies of g (rel boundary). 
Now consider attaching 2-handles to g(D3). Suppose we have a single 2-handle with 
framing f 1 attached to the circle r in the 3-disk and let S be the set of inverse images of 
selfintersections ofg. Suppose r links S m times and the 2-handle meets g(D3) transversely in 
k points. Since the 3-disk is s-characteristic this forces m + k to be odd. The k transverse 
intersection points will after the surgery become k pairs of Type I circles. One element in 
each pair will be a small circle about the intersection point and the other will be a small 
linking circle to r. Adding these intersection circles does not alter km(g). After the surgery 
we again obtain a 3-disk but the components linking r will receive a +_ 1 twist. Consider any 
arc linking r that is active. After the surgery it now links an additional m + k - 1 
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Suppose we have two 2-handles with framing 0 attached to a Hopf link with compo- 
nents rl and r2. Suppose ri links S mi times and the corresponding 2-handle meets g(D3) 
transversely in ki points. Since the 3-disk is s-characteristic this forces mi + ki to be even. 
The ki transverse intersection points again will after the surgery become ki pairs of 
Type I circles. Again one element of each pair will be a small circle about the intersection 
point and the other will be a small linking circle to ri. Adding these intersections does not 
alter km(g). After the surgery we will again obtain a 3-disk but the components that linked 
rl will wind up linking the components that linked r2. Any active arc will after the surgery 
link an additional m, + 
km(g) is unchanged. 




This completes the proof that km(g) is well-defined for cobordism classes of 3-disks rel 
boundary. Suppose now that we wish to change the homology class. Specifically suppose f:
S3 --i Y orf: (D3, aD3) + (Y, aY) is any map with vanishing selfintersection obstruction. If 
a is any element of 7c1 Y let a .fdenote the action of rci Y onf: Consider the map g #f# a.f. 
This map is also s-characteristic. Since f has vanishing selfintersection obstruction so does 
g #f# a .f and km(g #f# a .f) is defined. The following lemma says we may assume f has 
only Type I selfintersections. 
LEMMA 3. Let f: S3 + Y or f: (D3, dD3)-, (Y, aY) be any map (not necessarily 7r1- 
negligible) with vanishing seljintersection obstruction. Then f is homotopic (rel boundary) to 
a map with only Type I se&intersections. 
ProoJ The proof is really contained above. To remove intersections of Types II and III 
required Whitney moves and pushing cusps around. The latter can be done even iff is not 
x,-negligible. The former move’cannot be done exactly as above since we cannot arrange 
that the Whitney disk missesf, but we can arrange that it meets ftransversely. Attempting to 
perform a Whitney move when the Whitney disk meets f transversely introduces new 
Type I intersections but none of Types II or III so this is sufficient. 
With this assumption, when we add two copies off to g we introduce only new 
Type I selfintersections. We must show they give no net contribution to the mod 2 linking 
numbers that enter into the definition of km(g). Consider first a circle of Type I coming from 
a g-g selfintersection. It may link some circles of Type I coming from f-g intersections, but 
such circles occur in pairs since we added two copies off: Next consider a f-f selfintersection 
representing the group element h. After forming the connected sum we have four pairs of 
circles of Type I. These circles represent h, ah, ha-’ and aha-’ and have the same linking 
numbers. Therefore they give no net contribution to km( .). Finally consider an f-g 
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intersection. Let s’ be the set of inverse images under f of the f-g intersections. For each 
intersection choose the active circle to be the one inf. Consider one component B of s’ and 
suppose B represented b E n1 Y. After forming the connected sum we have two active circles 
representing b and ab. These components get a contribution of 1 from every component of 
S’ they link (fif intersections occur in pairs after the connected sum and hence are 
negligible.) Let E, be the image of a in H 1 (Y; 2/2)/r. Then for every component B of S’ we 
get an additional contribution of &,lk(B, S-B). The sum of these contributions over all 
components of S’ is zero. Thus we have shown that km(g#f#a.f) = km(g). 
(The preceding discussion has two purposes. Most importantly it will be used below to 
show that km( .) is well-defined. However it is also related to the question of whether or not 
km( .) is really secondary. One difficulty with defining km is that iffhas nonzero selfintersec- 
tion obstruction p E Z/2 CT+], then a .f has obstruction +~a- I. Therefore g #f# a .f may 
have nonzero selfintersection obstruction and we will be unable to remove circles of Type II. 
Even if a = 1, so that g#f#a.f has vanishing selfintersection obstruction, we will not be 
able to remove the circles of Type II inf: The resulting pair of circles of Type II in g #f# a .f 
might give an extra contribution to km(g#f#a.f).) 
Suppose g: X5 --) Y5 is any map as above with w2( Y) nonzero but vanishing on the 
subspace of 7c2 Y perpendicular to H3(X; aoX; Znl Y) and suppose that the selfintersection 
obstruction vanishes. Let h:(03; 803) + (X; 8,X) be any map in general position such that 
gob represents a s-characteristic lass in H3( E 8,X; Zn, Y). Define km(g) = km(g 0 h). By 
the argument above this is unchanged if g is replaced by any map inducing the same map on 
homology. Also note that by the above it is unchanged if we replace h by any map 
homologous to h. Further by the discussion above km(g) is unchanged if we can addfand 
a .f to h for any a E 7c1 Y and f E H3(X; doX; Znl Y). Thus it does not matter which 
s-characteristic lass we represent. Also note that the proof above shows that km(.) is 
invariant under connected sums with a spin 5-manifold. In particular it is invariant under 
the stabilization procedure of [3] which is just a boundary connect sum with copies of 
Sz x 03. Therefore km(g) depends only on g and not on any of the choices and it is exactly 
the obstruction we encountered above. 
There are many interesting questions about the invariant km(g) which I have not had 
the opportunity to consider yet. For example one should presumably be able to define 
km(g) even if (X; d,X) is not 2-connected by setting km(g) = km(g 0 h) - g,km(h). Also by 
analogy with the 4-dimensional Kervaire-Milnor invariant it should be true that km(g) is 
related to the Kirby-Siebenmann invariant of the 5-manifold. 
REALIZING THE OBSTRUCTIONS 
We will now turn to the problem of finding which values km and fq actually attain. For 
this consider only the case that is relevant o Theorem 10.5. That is that Y = W x I for some 
4-manifold W with good fundamental group and X = Vx I for some 4-manifold triad 
(V, 8, V, ~3, V). Suppose we have a n,-negligible embeddingf: (V, 8, V) + ( W, d W). Consider 
the product embeddingfx id: Vx I + W x I. We wish to alter this embedding to produce 
nonzero obstructions. First note that we may assume (V, a, V) is built from only 2-handles 
since all the invariants are unchanged under stabilization. Therefore it is enough to look at 
fx id restricted to the core 2-disks. Also note that as above by handle passes we may assume 
that every 2-disk is either s-characteristic or it has a dual 2-sphere a with oz(a) = 0. All the 
constructions below can be carried out in the complement of K x I, where K is any 
xl-negligible 2-complex in W. Therefore it is enough to consider an embedding of a single 
2-disk fx id: Dz x I -+ W x I and it is enough to consider the constructions separately. 
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We will first show how to specify km( .) if f is s-characteristic. Consider doing the 
procedure described above to introduce 2 Hopf link selfintersections with group element h. 
We must first do a finger move to introduce two unknotted and unlinked circles H and H’ 
with group element h. We can arrange that this finger move is carried out along an arc in 
W x (l/2} and is symmetric about this slice. We must choose bounding disks for H and H 
which have two clasps. Again we may assume this is done symmetrically about W x {l/2}, 
one clasp above and one below. In this case the bands along which we want to split H and 
H’ can be chosen so that their cores lie in W x {l/2} and they are thickened in the vertical 
direction. Thus the Whitney disk construction we are attempting to do is supported in 
a neighborhood of W x {l/2) and it is exactly a 4-manifold Whitney disk problem crossed 
with R. Since we choose nonstandard bounding discs for H and H’ it is not just the reverse 
of the finger move used to create H and H’. By Lemma 1 above however it has the correct 
framing. Since rrl W is good we can find a ?ri-negligible embedded Whitney disk in 
W x { l/2}. Using this Whitney disk we obtain an embedding that is symmetric with respect 
to the slice W x {l/2} (with one Hopf link above and one below both representing h) and in 
the slice it is an embedded 2-disk. Restricting to 0’ x [0, l/23 + W x [0, l/2] produces 
a homotopy F with km(F) = E,,, where eh is the image of h in H1(W; Z/2). 
Next we will consider the selfintersection obstruction fq and which values in H,(X, J,X; 
Z/2[ T+ 1) it attains. 
LEMMA 4. Let g: (D3, dD3)+ (Y, aY) be a zI-negligible immersion representing a s- 
characteristic element of H3( Y, 8,X; Znl Y). Let A be an intersection circle of Type II in D3 
representing h E T, u { 1). Let lk(A) be the linking number of A with the other intersection 
circles in D3. Then lk(A) E 4(h) (mod 2). 
ProoJ Cutting off two circles of Type I from A does not change the mod 2 linking 
number by Lemma 1, therefore we may assume A is an unknot. Let C be a bounding disk for 
A and let m be the number of times it meets the other intersection circles. Arrange by adding 
copies of the Hopf bundle over the dual 2-sphere to g that the relative framing vanishes for 
A. That is the vector field over A given by viewing the inward normal to C along A as 
a normal vector at the dual point extends over C. The image g(C) is a copy of RP* in 
Y representing h and with this assumption w2(g*TY) = 0. Also because of this relative 
framing we can push g(C) off of g(D3) without introducing any new intersections. Therefore 
4(h) z m 3 lk(A) (mod 2). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let CY E H,(X, doX) is sent by g to a s-characteristic element of H3( Y, 
13,x; ZTC, Y), then $,(a) can only take on values in ker Cp E Z/2[T, J. 
Pro05 By stabilizing we may assume CI is represented by a 3-disk. Remove all intersec- 
tions of Type III. Let A,, A*, . . , A, be the intersection circles of Type II and suppose they 
represent classes hl, h2, . . . , h, in T, u (1). Let B,, B;, . . . , B,, B:, be the intersections of 
Type I. With these definitions 
4(P 464) = W,) + ... + WJ E Z/2. 
For any selfintersection component C let lk(C) be the mod 2 linking number of C with all 
the other intersection circles. By Lemma 1, lk(Bi) = lk(Bi) and by Lemma 4 lk(Ai) = &hi). 
The sum over all intersection circles of lk(C) is zero mod 2 since every clasp gets counted 
twice. Therefore $(h,) -I- ... + &h,,) = 0. 
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By Proposition 1 ,ild, must be an element of the subgroup G c H,(X, 8,X; Z/2[T+]) 
defined above. We will now show how to make fq( .) take on all values in G. Again consider 
Y = W x I for some 4-manifold W with good fundamental group and X = V x I for some 
4-manifold triad (V, 8, V, Z1 V). As in the case of km( .) the constructions can be carried out 
in the complement of (n,-negligible 2-complex) x I. Therefore it is enough to consider an 
embedding of a single 2-diskfx id: D2 x I -+ W x 1. Also note that as above by handle passes 
we may assume that every 2-disk is either s-characteristic or it has a dual 2-sphere u with 
02(a) = 0. 
Let h E ker w, E 7~~ W be an element of order two, i.e. h E T,. Do a finger move to 
introduce a pair of circles of intersection of Type I say A and A’. As above we may arrange 
that this finger move takes place along an arc in W x { l/2} and is symmetric about that slice. 
Suppose x, y E A and x’, y’ E A’ are the preimages of the intersection points in Wx {l/2). 
Now consider trying to do a Whitney move to band the two circles A and A’ by bands 
joining x to y’ and y to x’. Assume that the cores of these bands lie in W x (l/2} and they are 
thickened in the vertical direction. Thus as above the data for the Whitney problem is 
essentially a 4-dimensional problem in W x { l/2} crossed with R. Since the intersection 
points in W x { l/2} arose from a finger move they have opposite signs. Therefore we need 
only check that we can make the framing correct. 
Suppose first that the 2-disk is not s-characteristic. By assumption it then has a dual 
2-sphere c1 with w2(rw) = 0. In this case we are done by standard techniques. Choose 
a x1-negligible immersed 2-disk C in W x (l/2) bounding the attaching curve for the 
Whitney disk. If the framing is wrong mod 2, then introduce a twist about the boundary. 
This changes the framing by 1 but introduces an intersection withf(D2). This intersection 
can be removed by adding on a copy of the dual 2-sphere M and since wz(c() = 0 the framing 
is still correct mod 2. The dual 2-sphere fi to C has selfintersection 0 since it arises from 
a torus about one of the two intersection points. Therefore adding k copies of it to 
C changes the framing of C by 2k. Therefore we can arrange that C has the correct framing. 
Then the techniques of [l] or [3] give an embedded n,-negligible Whitney disk in 
W x {l/2}. Using this Whitney disk we obtain an embedding that is symmetric with respect 
to the slice W x f l/2) (with one circle of Type II above and one below both representing h) 
and in the slice it is an embedded 2-disk. Again restricting to 0’ x [0, l/2] -+ Wx [0, l/2] 
produces a homotopy F with selfintersection obstruction h E Z/2[T+]. Repeating this 
construction with other elements of T, produces any obstruction in Z/2[T+]. 
Consider now the case where the 2-disk is s-characteristic (and hence 02(c1) = 1). The 
only place in the above argument where we used the fact that w2(cr) = 0 was to arrange that 
the framing on our immersed Whitney disk was correct mod 2. Thus we need only show that 
for the bands defined above the relative o2 part of the 5-dimensional obstruction in 
Z/202/4 to finding a Whitney disk vanishes. If 4(h) = 0, then Lemma 4 shows that this 
framing must be correct mod 2. If it were wrong, then we would fix it by introducing a full 
twist in one of the two bands. But the result of a Whitney move with the twisted band would 
be two circles of Type II representing h and forming a Hopf link. This contradicts lemma 4, 
hence the framing must have been right. 
Finally suppose h,, h2 E T+ satisfy 4(hi) = 1. Alter the construction above as follows. 
Do finger moves in W x {l/2) to introduce two pairs of circles of Type I (say A, A’, B, B’) 
representing the elements h, and h2 respectively. Choose bounding disks symmetrically 
about Wx {l/2} so that A clasps B twice (see Fig. 22). Now consider doing Whitney moves 
using bands with cores in W x { l/2} and extending in the vertical direction. Since we have 
introduced an extra linking to each of the four components that result from these Whitney 
moves, lemma 4 now says that the framings are correct mod 2. Therefore since x1 W is good 
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Fig. 22. 
we can choose Whitney disks in W x {l/2}. Doing Whitney moves using these disks 
produces a map g: D2 x I -+ W x 1 which is an embedding in W x {l/2} and above that slice 
has two circles of Type II representing hI and h2 and two small linking circles of Type I to 
them. Restricting to Wx [0, l/2] gives a homotopy with selfintersection obstruction 
hr + hZ. By repeated applications of the above two constructions we can produce any 
element of G c H2( V, 8, V; 2/2[T+]). 
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